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ABSTRACT

TURKISH CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN  THE CONTEXT OF 

DEVELOPMENT: A TECHNOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

T i JEN IMRE

Master of Business Administration 

Supervisor; Assoc. YxoiErdal EREL 

January 1996, 61 pages

The main purpose o f this thesis is to analyze the current position o f Turkey in 

the construction industry together with the recent developments in construction 

technologies. Throughout the thesis, the industry analysis is done at the begining to 

emphasize the significance o f construction as a vital national economic activity and its 

dynamic role in the process o f economic growth and development. This is followed by 

the analysis o f Turkish construction industry considering the recent developments in 

construction technologies. Finally, several recommendations are proposed within the 

strategic planning which are very important for the future growth o f the Turkish 

construction industry.

Key Words: Turkish Construction Industry, Construction, Technology,

Competitiveness, Contracts, Strategy.



ÖZET

TEKNOLOJİK GELİŞMELER PARALELİNDE TÜRK İNŞAAT SEKTÖRÜNÜN 

DURUMU VE GELECEĞE YÖNELİK ÖNERİLER 

TİJENİM RE

Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İşletme Enstitüsü 

Tez Yöneticisi; Doçent Dr.Erdal EREL 

Ocak 1996, 61 sayfa

Bu çalışmanın esas amacı, inşaat teknolojilerindeki gelişmelerle birlikte, 

Türkiye’de inşaat sektörününün bugünkü konumunu incelemektir. Bunu anlatmak için, 

ilk önce inşaat sektörünün yapısmdan bahsedilmiştir; çünkü, inşaat sektörünün gerek 

can ahcı ekonomik faaliyetlerden biri olması, gerekse ekonomik gelişmeler içinde 

dinamik bir rol oynaması nedeniyle önemi büyüktür. Daha sonra da, inşaat sektörünün 

teknolojik gelişmeler açısından durumu incelenmiştir. En son olarak da, stratejik 

planlamanın ışığı altmda, inşaat sektörünün sağlıkh gelişimi göz önüne alınarak, ileriye 

yönelik öneriler sunulmuştur.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Türk İnşaat Endüstrisi, İnşaat, Teknoloji, Rekabet, Sözleşmeler, 

İş Stratejisi.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Construction industry plays an important role in the developing countries. This 

is mainly because of the continuous demand for construction -as in the case o f Turkey. 

Due to the high rate of urbanization, the infrastructural needs are insufficient and the 

high rate of immigration from rural to urban areas increases the need for building 

construction. Additionally, construction o f highways, bridges, industrial buildings and 

dams also play an important role in the developments o f the Turkish economy. On the 

other hand, construction of power plants is inevitable since Turkey faces the problem 

of energy shortage which will lead to important problems in the near future.

Taking into account all the above developments, it is obvious that construction 

industry will maintain its importance in the fixture. Considering the employment 

potential of direct or indirect construction-related industries, construction industry is 

still an important economic entity and the percentage share of the construction 

industry in the GNP must not be ignored.



1.1 Objective of the Thesis

Stemming from the above facts, the objective o f this thesis begins with the 

analysis of the current position of the Turkish construction industry. The recent 

technological developments is one of the most important factors for the future growth 

o f the industry; therefore, the objective also includes the analysis of the construction 

industry from a technological perspective.

The conventional building techniques are used by the Turkish contractors for 

years. But today, technological developments have taken the lead. Due to constant 

increases on project size, most o f the Turkish contractors have shifted from applying 

the conventional methods to appUcation o f advanced construction technologies. As a 

result, technology has become crucial in order to be competitive in the construction 

industry.

The position of the Turkish construction industry is analyzed within the 

technological perspective. All the analyses reveal that there are major problematic areas 

which have to be solved in the near future; hence, the objective o f this thesis also 

includes several recommendations that are necessary for the future growth o f the 

Turkish construction industry.



1.2 Thesis Outline

In order to explain the subject more clearly, the description o f the construction 

sector is being examined initially. This is followed by the developments in the 

construction industry. The trends in the Turkish construction industry and global 

construction industry are discussed in this section. It is important to know the 

developments in the world so as to visualize the position o f Turkey more clearly.

The emphasis o f the thesis continues with the technological developments. 

Noting the importance of technology, the advanced construction technologies used in 

Turkey are stated. Those technologies surely have several advantages but there are also 

some problems encountered with their apphcation.

Considering the current situation o f Turkey and the problems faced, certain 

strategic steps are necessary to prepare Turkey for the challenges o f tomorrow. Finally, 

strategies for the Turkish construction sector and the strategic planning for 

technological developments in Turkey are proposed.



II. CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

2.1 Structure of the Sector

Construction sector constitutes of, mainly,

- construction of works (by contractors)

- suppliers and manufacturers of construction materials (all the 

sub-sectors)

Although the classification of construction activities may differ from country to 

country, construction is traditionally classified as building and civil engineering works. 

Construction o f metallic structures (bridges, towers, industrial buildings), process 

industry and energy installations (e g. steel works, petrochemical plants, power stations, 

hydroelectric plants, pipe hnes) may be classified within the civil engineering works.

Construction takes place on temporary work sites, outdoors, that is subject to 

open weather conditions. Labor is very mobile and there is a high proportion of self- 

employment.

The construction sector has a labor intensive character; consequently, it plays a 

major role in the country’s employment level. Hence, it is an important motor of the



economic growth. Besides, this sector is a major determinant in the accelerating and 

slowing down of the economical activities.

Within the construction process, several industries take roles. Therefore, the 

construction “product” can be considered as the end product o f a number o f industries 

-rather than o f a single industry. Due to its direct or indirect relations with the other 

sectors; construction industry receives considerable attention from the economy.

The inputs of the construction sector are different from the other sectors in the 

sense that the sub-sector products are utilized most of the time. More than 300 

products are produced for the construction sector and the production of the 

construction materials is 15% o f the total manufacturing industry. There are about 16 

sub-sectors and the construction sector provides additional employment to them.* 

(Yilmazoglu, 1995)

The main sub-sectors are hsted as below :

Iron & steel 

Cement

Wood & furniture 

Gravel & earth 

Glass 

Metal

* The percentages of the inputs of the sub-sectors can be seen in Appendix A.



The efforts of an engineer or architect, who designs a project, and the 

constructor, who builds the project, are directed toward the same goal, namely, the 

creation o f something which will serve their purpose for which it is built in a 

satisfactory manner. Construction is the ultimate objective o f a design. Engineering 

begins long before a contractor moves onto construction site. In fact, the total process 

o f engineered construction may be thought of as consisting o f six major elements 

which are listed as follows :

Project definition 

Preliminary planning 

Project design 

Procurement o f major items 

Project Construction

4^

Project Startup



Although shown as a Unear process from conception through startup, the 

process elements often overlap. Project management may be defined as the overall 

control o f this total process to optimize the three major attributes o f the process: 

quality, schedule and cost (Ledbetter and Peurifoy, 1985)

Often overlooked or ignored, is the fact that the degree o f influence over these 

three attributes is not constant throughout the construction process. In reality, the 

greatest influence can be extorted during the project definition phase and this influence 

rapidly decreases as the process continues. It is during the execution o f these early 

phases that the major decisions are made concerning overall project size and 

complexity, project location, time constraints, desired level o f quahty, etc. Proper 

management of the planning and decision process is, therefore, extremely important. 

(Ledbetter and Peurifoy, 1985)

2.1.1 Construction Contracts

Although there are many types o f construction contracts, they must all contain 

four attributes to be vaUd.

• Agreement (offer-acceptance)

• Consideration

• Capacity

• Legahty



O f the many types o f construction contracts, they generally will fall into one or 

more o f the following three types:

Lump-sum contract: The terms o f this contract provide that the owner will 

pay to the contractor an agreed sum o f money for the completion o f a project 

conforming to the plans and specifications furnished by the engineer or the architect. It 

is common practice for the owner to pay the contractor a portion o f this money at 

specified intervals, such as monthly, with the amount o f each payment depending on 

the value o f the work completed during the prior period of time or according to some 

other schedule. This is the preferred type o f contract for the construction o f buildings, 

homes and the like because the owner obtains the benefits o f competitive bidding and 

knows what the project will cost before he enters into a contract with a contractor. 

(Ledbetter and Peurifoy, 1985)

Unit-Price Contract: The terms of this type contract provide that the owner 

will pay to the contractor an agreed amount o f money for each unit o f work 

completed in a project. Payments are usually made by the owner to the contractor at 

specified intervals during the construction o f the project, with the amount of each 

payment depending upon work actually completed during the prior period of time. 

The owner, by requiring this type o f a contract, obtains the benefits o f competitive 

bidding without having contractors bidding higher to cover the unknown quantities 

involved. (Ledbetter and Peurifoy, 1985)
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Cost-plus-fee contract: The terms o f this type of contract provide that the 

owner will reimburse the contractor for all specified to construct the project, including 

all labor costs, material costs, equipment usage costs, subcontractor costs and job 

supervision costs. Under this type of contract, the contractor usually takes the least 

risk, and therefore, has the least incentive to keep costs down. (Ledbetter and Peurifoy, 

1985)

2.1.2 Contractor Types

Contractor tends to specialize somewhat in various types o f work. Although 

there are no clear-cut lines separating the many fields o f construction, they can be 

roughly divided into residential, building-commercial, industrial, highway-heavy and 

specialty. The specialty contractors are numerous and include these involved with 

pipeline, power, transmission line, steel erection, railroad, oflfehore, pile driving, 

concrete pumping and so on. (Ledbetter and Peurifoy, 1985)



2.2 Construction Economy and Competitiveness

One desirable characteristic o f a successful contractor is the degree o f 

dissatisfaction over the plans and methods under the consideration for constructing a 

project. Complacency in members o f the construction industry will not contribute 

toward developing new equipment, new methods or new construction planning, all of 

which are desirable for continuing improvements in the products o f the industry at 

lower costs. A contractor who does not keep informed on new equipment and 

methods will soon discover that his competitors are underbidding him.

For the reduction in construction costs, contractor might follow the below 

suggestions; (Bennett, 1991)

- Pre-bidding studies o f the project and the site to determine the effect o f

♦ Topography

♦ Geology

♦ Climate

♦ Sources of material

♦ Access to the project

♦ Housing facilities if required

♦ Storage facilities if required

♦ Labor supply

♦ Local services

10



- The use o f alternate construction equipment, having higher capacities, higher 

efficiencies, higher speeds, more maneuverability and lower operating costs.

- The payment of a bonus to the key personnel for production in excess of a 

specified rate.

- The practice o f periodic conferences with key personnel to discuss plans, 

procedures and results. Such conferences should produce better morale among the 

staff members and should result in better coordination among the various operations.

- The adoption of realistic safety practices on a project as a means o f reducing 

accidents.

- Consideration of the desirability o f subcontracting specialized operations to 

other contractors who can do the work more economically than the general contractor.

- Consideration o f the desirability o f improving shop and service facihties for 

better maintenance o f construction equipment.

Apart from the reduction in construction costs, the construction industry is 

significant for several other reasons. It is the primary channel through which 

investment capital is made tangible. Construction is responsible for the creation o f the 

built environment, including housing, factories, offices, warehouses, and hospitals, as 

well as dams, highways, bridges, tunnels, airports, sewers, power plants, and maritime 

piers.

11



In short, construction generates the physical infrastructure that makes 

production, exchange, and social reproduction possible. The industry is thus the 

primary medium through which intangible capital is materialized in a spatial form, 

simultaneously creating new and reworking existing patterns o f rents, land values, and 

the overall organization of urban and regional spaces. (Warsf, 1991)

12



2.3 Construction Demand

Demand is differentiated on the basis o f the end-product such that housing and 

civil engineering all serve separate markets within themselves.

For developing countries, demand will continue to increase due to the 

continuous need for infrastructural and superstructura! needs. The increasing 

population -as in the case o f Turkey- is a very important factor in determining the 

demand.

2.3.1 Long Term Demands

Construction is an highly cycUcal market. Its demand variability is greater than 

most sectors because private sector demand depends on investment by other sectors 

and it is also sensitive to interest rate fluctuations.

Due to the industrialization phase that is currently realized in Turkey, there is a 

huge migration from the rural to the urban areas. The population in the urban areas is 

over 60% in 1990s and it is estimated to be about 70% in 2010. (Düzyol, 1993)

As a result o f this rapid urbanization, the existing housing stock is insufficient 

and the short fall in supply and demand for urban housing is generally met by illegal 

housing constructions.

13



As it can be seen from Table - 1^, above 100 thousand housings are 

constructed in Turkey every year. This amount shows how huge the market is.

Apart from these, there are long term fluctuations in demand having an obvious 

effect on output levels. These fluctuations are due to wars or political changes. For 

example, continuously changing political arena and a new mayor affects the 

construction activities.

The long term future in construction is always uncertain. For the EC market, 

greatest uncertainties arise from the influence of external factors on the EC economies. 

These could include economic and security situation in the former Soviet Union, 

consequent immigration from the east, the speed of recovery in central and eastern 

Europe, the success o f GATT, and the effect o f world trade on economic development 

in Japan and South China.

As a conclusion, it can be said that social and economic changes will generate 

increasing construction needs. Therefore, the problem will be to satisfy those needs.

The tables are in Appendix B.

14



2.4 Construction Environment

The context o f a construction industry can be analyzed by the environment in 

which the construction firm operates. The construction environment is volatile and the 

construction industry may either prosper on it or it may be severely affected from small 

changes in that environment. For example, small shifts in the interest rates may sharply 

influence the house-buying behavior of the individuals.

Since the environment is frequently uncertain, strategic decisions are frequently 

complex, and by the way, the decisions will influence the long-term direction o f the 

companies. (Langford and Steven, 1991)

The construction environment includes several factors as seen below:

- Legal

- Political

- Economic

- Social

- Competitive

- Technological

A large part o f the difficulty o f allowing for the influence o f project 

environments is simply the uncertainty o f the fiiture. In looking at large projects which 

inevitably take a long time from inspection to completion, it is found that they often go

15



wrong because they depend on forecasts based on a mechanical extrapolation of 

current trends. Such forecasts tend to produce substantial errors. These often include 

errors in the predicted demand for the product provided by the project. Generally, the 

rate o f technological change is underestimated whereas the human capacity to cope 

with this change is overestimated. (Bennett, 1990)

The environmental fectors which affect the Turkish construction industry will 

be analyzed within the trends in the Turkish construction industry.

16



III. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

3.1 Trends In the Turkish Construction Industry

As in every developing country, infrastructural needs of Turkey has not been 

covered yet. Additionally, increasing population and immigration from rural to urban 

areas have increased not only infrastructural but also the housing needs. Besides, the 

construction activities abroad have been added to those in the last 15 years.

The contribution o f the construction sector to GNP has increased to 6.7 % in 

1994 as it can be seen from Table - 2. Apart from that, even though the employment 

potential of construction has decreased to 5.5 % in 1994 , as seen in Table - 3, it is still 

an important figure in the civilian employment by sector. This decrease stems from the 

oscillations realized in the construction sector and also from the fact that a large part of 

the employees are working abroad.

Finally, construction sector has an important role in the Turkish economy, 

when its contribution to GNP , creation o f employment potential and encouraging 

industrial production are considered.

17



Turkish contractors are competing with the big companies abroad. The 173 

contracting firms are operating in 26 countries and the total amount o f their business is 

above $30 billion. The contractors are mostly operating in Russia, Middle East, Middle 

Asia and Africa. (Union o f International Contractors, 1994) The international 

construction activities o f the companies can be seen in Table-4 .

The increase in production costs and high inflation rate cause problems in the 

Turkish construction sector. Even though government’s investments continue, the 

small contracting and project firms fall into trouble due to decrease in private housing 

demands. So as to continue operations, contracting firms should continuously involve 

in new projects. Therefore, the problems mentioned above constitute a barrier for the 

small contracting firms.

The projects which are undertaken in the former Soviet RepubUcs are 

completed in a shorter time when compared to the ones in Turkey. This is due to the 

fact that bad weather conditions force the contractors to finish the project in the 

specified period. Therefore, advanced construction systems and special additives for 

quick curing o f concrete are frequently utilized to shorten the construction period.

For the case in Turkey, the reason for not continuing construction in winter is 

that contractors gain economical benefrts from the delay o f the projects. As the 

completion time o f the project is postponed, there occurs certain differences in the 

prices with respect to the starting time. As a result, the contractors gain extra profits.

With the realization o f the customs union, there will be certain developments in 

the construction sector. Firstly, the opportunity to buy certain materials at a lower price 

will arise. This situation will increase the competition mainly in the ceramic sector since 

this sector mostly depends on imports. Secondly, there will be an increase in the

18



Foreign Direct Investment by the European contractors. It must be recalled that the 

European contractor are already present in the Turkish construction sector. For 

example, an Italian firm called Astaldi has involved in most of the motorway projects. 

Finally, there will be certain decreases in the prices of construction machinery and 

equipment. This will certainly be beneficiary to the Turkish contractors who are in need 

o f machinery and equipment.

Turkish construction industry has proved itself both through technological 

improvements and its workability potential. I f  the construction environment factors are 

taken into account, the problems that Turkey face can be seen more clearly.

Certain legal factors negatively aifect the construction industry. Problems have 

always arisen due to the Turkish bidding law. Unfair competition has come to the scene 

and the government’s investments have been bidden in unrealistic amounts. As a result, 

many o f the investments were not completed or they were completed without the 

required quality standards. (DPT, 1992)

The yearly announced unit prices do not reflect the real amounts of the 

construction sector activities. Even though they are increased in proportion to the 

inflation, the unit prices fall short of the real prices. Apart from that, the unit price 

based apphcation is not applied in the developed countries.

Even though plans are prepared for five years basis, the government’s 

construction investment targets may change due to the requirements o f the national 

economy and the government pohcies. Therefore, the construction sector faces certain 

uncertainties.

Due to those uncertainties, the contractors encounter certain financial 

problems. The investment plans and the cost figures determined are not realistic. The

19



funds allocated are not sufficient for the contractors to meet their needs. Besides, the 

contractors are not informed about the yearly allocated amounts. (DPT, 1992)

Apart from these, the government usually postpones the payments o f the 

amounts due to a specified date. Additionally, no in terest payments are done to 

compensate.

The unqualified work force constitute another important problem both in 

Turkey and in the construction activities abroad. The professional education o f the 

workers in Turkey is almost never provided. The case in Europe is quiet different than 

Turkey because the workers are given certain responsibilities there. Their 

responsibihties depend on their education and experiences.

When compared to Europe, Turkey has a huge unit housing area. Therefore, 

the national resources cannot be utilized rationally and all the needs cannot be met. 

This is an important issue because the decrease in the area o f the housing will increase 

the number o f housing that will be constructed with the same resources.
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3.2 Developments In the World

Following the “oil shock” of 1979, when the Organization o f Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) raised the price o f oil dramatically, construction firms 

from many nations enjoyed a dramatic “boom” period as petrodollars were invested in 

a large array o f infrastructural projects, especially in the Middle East. (Warsf, 1991)

The growth of international construction in the 1970s and 1980s was a 

response to the growing demand for construction in developing countries. This was 

related to the lack of an adequate construction resource base in many countries. The 

technological sophistication o f many projects also required a kind of expertise which 

could not be provided by the developing countries. (Drewer, 1990)

International trade in contractor services have many major actors from the 

developing or newly-industrialized countries. The largest contractors in the developed 

countries have a major share o f the international market. Although the markets are 

dominated by companies from USA, Japan and EC, contractors tend to offer a 

different set of activities depending on their country base. For example, the supply 

function o f the Koreans was originally biased towards the supply o f labor, while that of 

the major US process engineering companies was towards proprietary technologies. 

(Drewer, 1990)

As a result o f those developments three main actors involve in most o f the 

projects in the world ; USA, Japan and EU. But the third world nations such as South
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Korea, China, India, Brazil, and Mexico competing in the international construction 

market must not be forgotten. (Warsf, 1991)

3.2.1 Three Main Actors of the Construction industry

Within the European Union, it is increasingly common for several contractors 

to joint-venture in bids for many construction projects. For example, the construction 

and financing of the Channel Tunnel involves international corporation between some 

10 contractors and over 200 banks and other financial institutions. Many contractors 

beheve that new opportunities are to be found through joint-ventures, strategic 

alliances, mergers, acquisitions and cooperation generally. There are several kinds of 

advantage from cooperating. It separates risks, provides access to a range o f technical 

knowledge and experience not possessed by any one contractor. Besides, it provides 

access to a wide range o f sources o f finance, and increases the pool of labor that can be 

called upon. (Panorama, 1994)

Since construction is closely hnked to investment, the future demand depends 

critically upon the success o f the EU in stimulating economic growth. European 

integration and socio-economic changes are generating increasing needs, but demand is 

constrained by public expenditure constraints and financial capacity o f the private 

sector and households.

There are enormous needs for infrastructure investments in Europe, and in most 

areas there is a problem of housing quahty or housing stock. These must be the growth 

areas. (Panorama, 1994)
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As a final remark, EU market has about 25% share in the world construction 

volume. (Pheng, 1990) This indicates a strong influence and it means that movements 

within the EU will be reflected correspondingly in the global trends.

Within the changing world economy, beginning fi^om 1980s, besides the 

declining importance o f the United States, an important competitor-Japan has come to 

the scene.

It is realized that Japan has enormous quantities o f investment capital but 

relatively small construction industry. This is due to the fact that the building facilities 

overseas are subcontracted to the foreign firms. (Hasegawa, 1988)

Heavily-capitalized Japanese firms progressively expanded into the Australian 

and Southeast Asian markets. Besides, South Korean firms whose competitive edge 

rests on their lower labor costs, also expanded in the Middle East in the early 1980s. 

(Warsf, 1991)

Construction industry in The United States generates about 10% of the nations 

employment. In the lower end of the industry’s labor market structure, many semi

skilled and dominantly male workers take place. (Warsf, 1991)

As a result, it can be said that US firms still constitute the largest group of 

suppliers in the international base. But, more competition comes from EC and 

Japanese firms.
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3.2.2 Comparison of the Three Markets

As stated before, EU, Japan and USA are the largest construction markets in 

the world. But construction growth may be more rapid in the future in China and later 

on in the former Soviet Union and central Europe. Indeed, the recent developments in 

the independent states supports this argument.

Even though the construction output o f Japan and EU are nearly the same, 

prices are higher in Japan and this suggests a lower physical volume of output. 

(Hasegawa, 1988)

There are more than 10 Japanese construction companies in Europe and they 

compete with EC firms in the areas including Afiica, the Middle East and South East 

Asia. (Hasegawa, 1988)

The US market, similar size to that of EU, has the benefit o f a common 

language, currency, economic policy, culture and education system. US market also 

benefits from the economies o f scale in manufacturing o f materials and common 

standards. Apart from these, regulations and market conditions also differ in the 50 

states creating distinct local construction industries. US firms are also known for their 

construction management expertise. (Warsf 1991)

The EU does not have any contractors as big as the largest US and Japanese 

contractors such as Fluor Daniel, Bechtel, and Shimizu. All the very big US contractors 

are super- in engineering and infrastructure work and they operate as turn-key 

contractors providing mainly the design, procurement, finance and project management
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services in-house. They sub-contract nearly all the site and manufacturing work. 

Besides, the EU general contractor^ are bigger than their US equivalents. However, 

the biggest contractors of all these are the Japanese who also undertake a wide range of 

building and engineering work. (Construction Europe, 1994)

3.2.3 Critical Factors for the Future Growth of the Construction

Industry

There are many factors that the construction industry will have to tackle if it is 

to enjoy healthy growth. The main areas to consider are competitiveness, quality in 

construction, technology and innovation, the needs o f the people in the sector, and 

environmental issues.

For the technology and iimovation, some o f the changes in the fiiture are hkely 

to be increased use o f computers for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), CAD, and 

computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), increased use of composite structures, 

better cladding systems, more recycling, improvements in design, intelligent buildings, 

the introduction of robotics, and many other factors. (Construction Europe, 1994)

The important thing is that the speed and the level o f innovation needs to be 

increased -and once new ideas are implemented, information on those techniques must 

be disseminated throughout the industry quickly and efficiently. There must also be 

increased cooperation across national boundaries. (Construction Europe, 1994)

Since the emphasis o f this thesis is on the technological developments, 

the concentration of the topic will continue with technology.

Contractors engaged in both building and civil engineering site work.
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IV. TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

4.1 Technology and Choice of Construction Technique

Construction technologies can be classified as either hard or soft ; hard 

technology being related to product and production as physical entities, and soft 

technology to systems and processes. Hard construction technology is related to the 

product, its associated materials and components and the techniques o f production, 

while soft construction technology is related to the wider environment, which 

conditions the construction process. (Drewer, 1990)

The "typical" developing country is characterized by a relatively low level of 

efficiency and a general level of technology which, although not necessarily 

unsophisticated, is not comparable to that used in the developed countries. Their 

construction technology is either traditional or it is imported from the developed 

countries. (Drewer, 1990)

In the context o f construction, a set o f decisions will be made by various actors 

involved in the process, which will determine the actual techniques that are to be used. 

Typically, the main agent for choice will be the design consultant.
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The design consultant defines the product technologies which, in turn, will 

influence and constraint the choice of production technologies. The actual choice o f 

production technologies will be the responsibiUty o f the agent that is responsible for on

site production, typically a contractor. This distinction between product and 

production technologies is important, because they do not necessarily have similar 

levels o f sophistication.

Product and process technologies are conditioned by many other factors, such as; 

the balance between capital costs, costs in use and maintenance costs, 

time, which defines speed o f construction, 

the planned life o f the facility. (Drewer, 1990)

Each o f these have implications for choice of technique and raises problems which 

have to be solved by one or more o f the actors involved in the construction process.

4.1.1 Technological Change

There are two sources o f pressures which eiffect the traditional construction 

process. Firstly, the nature o f the projects require innovative constructions rather than 

traditional methods. Secondly, the other pressure arises from the rate o f change in the 

technology available to the industry both in respect o f the materials, components and 

constructions which form the end products o f the industry and in respect o f the 

organizational imphcations o f information technology. (Bennett, 1990)

As a result o f these pressures, clients are demanding more sophisticated buildings 

and better performance. This demand is associated with the derive towards office
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automation, with the advent of electronic office and increased use of 

telecommunications. Such demands are resulting in strong pressures for change in the 

construction sector. The building industry is confronted with two principal 

requirements; to provide the enhanced communications services based on information 

technologies; and to provide more sophisticated environmental control. (Gann, 1990)

In consequence, construction is undergoing a process o f restructuring in which 

new ways o f organizing building work are coming to the fore, and new technologies - 

particularly microelectronics and préfabrication- are being adopted. The types of firms 

operating in the sector are changing, together with the relationships between those 

involved in the building process, their skill requirements and their competitive 

strategies. One major implication o f the development o f intelligent buildings, 

particularly in offices, has been an increase in international trade in the building 

industry. (Gann, 1990)

Intelligent buildings compromise electronic components and IT's grouped in three 

systems: building automation, office automation and enhanced telecommunications. 

Technological change is rapid in all three areas and research on systems integration is 

being carried out(aimed at creating a single intelligent building system). As in other 

areas o f construction, the Japanese are carrying out a great deal o f research in 

intelligent building technologies. (Gann, 1990)

Besides these, current demand is leading to a shake-up in the construction 

industry, with new firms competing in the market. But if the construction industry is to 

successfully develop its role in providing high technology buildings, strategies will need 

to be developed on two fronts.

Firstly, there is a need for technology strategies involving collaboration in R&D 

across industrial sectors, coupled with the need to achieve standardization, and systems
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integration and compatibility. Secondly, there is a need for skills and training strategies 

with the objective o f recruiting and training a skilled workforce in all areas from design 

through development to installation and maintenance.

4.1.2 Technological Advancements

A wide range o f technologies are utilized for modem buildings and other civil 

engineering constmction. Since there is a need to repair, maintain and alter the 

existing built environment, the industry has to retain a competence in most o f the 

technologies that were ever used in constmction.

On the other hand, the constmction industry’s technologies range from 

traditional, labor-intensive, site-based crafts to sophisticated technologies like the 

intelligent buildings. (Constmction Europe, 1994)

The recent trends and developments are changing the character o f constmction. 

Computer-aided design (CAD) is replacing the traditional processes. In most o f the 

project and consulting firms CAD is used until the completion o f the project.

There have been dramatic changes in the technology o f constmction since 1950s. 

These changes include the following;

- materials : lower cost and higher performance steels, lightweight, quick curing, 

and specialist concrete, and growth of ready-mix concrete; low cost high-quality float 

glass and strengthened glasses; use of plastics such as PVC; lower cost aluminum; new 

adhesives creating better laminated and particle boards;

- improved and more extensive use of machinery, both on site and in the 

manufacture of materials and components;
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- development of many préfabrication systems, particularly cladding systems 

using glass, synthetic stone or composite materials; and more extensive factory 

production of subsystems and components;

- improved building services and controls and the beginning of the development 

o f intelhgent buildings; building design changes; telecommunications and cabling in 

buildings;

- application of CAD, now becoming widespread;

- tunneling technology;

- new structural solutions, such as structural glass, lightweight suspended 

structures, longer span bridges. (Construction Europe, 1994)

Project management techniques have also been developed and improved, and 

there is an extensive use o f computers. Risk appraisal is now undertaken in a more 

analytic manner for large projects. The next 20 years will see a continued and 

accelerated speed o f the application of technologies developed in the past decades, as 

well as many new opportunities and needs for innovation. Changes will particularly be 

required to cope with the increasing urgency o f environmental protection, energy 

conservation, and health and safety issues. (Construction Europe, 1994)
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4.2 Technology in the Global Construction Industry

At a global sector level, the construction process is changing, as mentioned 

before, from a labour-intensive site-based process to a more industrialized one. More 

o f the elements and components o f projects are fabricated off-site, delivered just-in- 

time, and assembled using relatively simple skills.

The extent o f this change varies. It is evident, for example, in timber-framed 

housing and in large steel-framed buildings, modem cladding systems are used. The 

technology o f precast concrete elements is also advancing and in some countries 

CAD-CAM is being used with reusable formwork elements.

At one extreme is the potential for fiilly manufactured housing with retail 

design/sales points and fully flexible manufacturing, which is now available in Japan. 

At the other extreme, traditional craft skills will always be used for maintenance, 

conservation and most fitting-out tasks. (Hasegawa, 1988)

The future improvements in productivity and value-for-money will come from 

restmcturing and managing the whole supply chain form raw materials to site erection. 

They will result from putting research, capital investment and computer control where 

it is more effective, in industrial manufacture o f components, in simplified distribution, 

and making the site process easier to manage. This requires radical changes in product 

manufacturing; and a greater involvement of contractors and manufacturers in each 

others’ stage o f the process. This means an enhanced role for designers and project
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managers, who must specify and control all stages o f the process. (Construction 

Europe, 1994)

The aforementioned sort o f technological developments will give the prospect o f 

cheaper, more reliable, quicker and better performance in construction, which will 

enable the needs to be met and stimulate the level of demand for new construction.

4.2.1 Differences Between Countries

Any significant technology differences between countries will lead to differences 

in competitiveness. There are clearly differences in the methods and materials most 

commonly used in different regions o f the EU, mainly for climatic reasons. 

Construction technology is very mobile, however, there is no problem o f access or 

availability o f technology because o f proprietary technology or know-how.

Apart from these, there are different national systems for training, and dissemination 

o f technology. Product knowledge to small firms, craftsmen and to older workers 

constitute a real problem in many countries. The training problem means that many 

new innovations are very slow to be adopted, and national traditions o f construction 

change slowly. (Construction Europe, 1994)

In Europe, the main problem o f technology is not the level or coordination of 

research and development, but the effectiveness o f training and implementation o f new 

standards and planning regulations.

In general terms, EU has no real technological gap compared with the USA or 

Japan. The USA has a particular reputation for fast track commercial building and 

Japan for factory production o f flexible housing systems. (Construction Europe, 1994)
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In the construction research systems of EU, there are very notable differences and this 

may lead to a technology gap in the future if the EU does nothing about it.

Due to the involvement o f government and big financial groups in industrial 

policy, Japan is able to take a very long-term view on research. This is considered to be 

true also in Germany, because o f the extent o f bank ownership and the stabilizing effect 

o f supervisory boards, but much less so in most other EU countries. (Construction 

Europe, 1994) The dominance of stock-market capitalism in the UK is thought to be 

particularly damaging to industry involvement in long-term research because of the 

stock market’s concern with short-term profits. Besides, UK does not have a well- 

developed construction research and development industry. (Brown, 1990)

Japanese industry is able to benefit fi’om its research and development efforts. 

Through investment in research and development, construction companies are able to 

gain a competitive advantage over their competitors. (Brown, 1990)

The main EU countries each have very good systems of research bodies, 

developing appropriate technologies and standards. The smaller countries also have 

research bodies which at least monitor research and standards developed elsewhere. 

(Construction Europe, 1994)

In the USA, and particularly in Japan, the big national contractors are excellent, 

but at the local level construction techniques are generally considered to be very 

traditional. (Construction Europe, 1994)
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V. APPLICATION OF ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES

IN TURKEY

S.1 Types of Construction Techniques

With the increasing trend in the world population and welfare, the demand in 

construction not only increases but it also diversifies. So as to satisfy the demand for 

building and other housing construction-such as schools, hospitals, factories- in time 

and with the specific requirements, the civic structure production has started to be 

more efficient, rapid, economical and qualified. All o f these are attained by the 

advanced construction technologies, new production techniques and new construction 

materials.

The changing social, economical and technological factors have increased the 

volume o f mass housing projects. The housing construction is done in groups and in 

large numbers. This is another issue which arises the need for the use o f advanced 

construction technologies in Turkey.

When choosing the appropriate system in construction, economy, speed and high 

quality all have equal importance. In the apphcation part, production, stocking, 

transportation and assembling play an important role. The relative importance of all the 

criteria may change depending on time, opportunities and applied economic principals.
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so, there is no one solution for the choice o f technology especially in the mass housing 

projects.

The technologies applied in the mass housing projects are more or less similar to 

the ones used in the developed countries. But, the new technologies that are to be 

transferred should be adapted to the current conditions.

Considering all these facts, today's construction understanding is to achieve the 

optimum balance in materials, equipment, intelligence and labor usage in a way to 

increase productivity & quality and to decrease the construction costs. (DPT, 1993)

Within these developments, the advanced techniques used in construction are 

the ones that reflect some of the basic principles of industrial production. The advanced 

construction techniques are grouped as follows: (DPT, 1993)

>- Industrialized construction systems/prefabrication

- heavy préfabrication

- light préfabrication 

Developed systems/formwork systems

- tunnel formwork

- sliding formwork

Contemporary structural materials usage

- ready-mix concrete

- aerated autoclaved concrete

- plaster boards
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5.2 The Economical and Social Benefits

The advanced construction technologies applied in Turkey have various 

benefits and those will be discussed below.

5.2.1 Quality and Productivity

Both developed and developing countries have to deal with the most effective 

usage o f capital and workforce. The human resources have to develop parallel to the 

technological innovations. Productivity comes to the scene where capabilities and 

interests, technology, management, social and business environment meet. (DPT, 

1993)

Technological advancements are one of the most important comer stones of 

high productivity. With the increase in product and service volume ,as a result o f the 

developments in automation and information technology, productivity improves.

The advanced constmction technologies applied in Turkey not only provide 

high quahty in production, design, product, and service but they also increase 

productivity. Quality and productivity are two most important factors in the 

consumption of the main indicators of cost of production, raw m aterial, labour , and 

energy. (DPT, 1993)
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With the appropriate technology, construction is done with formwork 

which are of high quality, high availabihty for mass production, easiness in usage and 

o f long hfe. The optimum number o f specialized workers employ the high quality 

materials-inspected towards quality control and particular machine and equipment in 

construction.

5.2.2 Material Usage and Economy

The choice o f technology affects the production o f materials beginning from 

the optimum utilization of resources for obtaining raw materials through storage and 

transportation to the end users.

The transportation, storage and processing of the raw material are all very 

important considering the material economy. The technologies used during the 

consequent phases of production (processing, storage, transportation and assembling) 

will decrease the high costs o f production.

Within this discussion, the advanced construction technologies-resembling to a 

separate industry- have important contributions to the economy o f materials. Before 

continuing with the other benefits o f construction technologies, the materials used in 

construction are grouped as follows: (DPT, 1993)

1. Construction materials

- cement

- gravel

- steel
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- wood

- other finishings

2, Materials for mechanical installation

3. Materials for electrical installation

5.2.3 Environmental Protection

With the increase in the unplanned, low quality and uncontrolled illegal housing 

constructions, not only infrastructural but also the environmental problems arise. The 

solution to this unplanned constructions can be achieved with the use of the 

construction technologies. The remaining needs for housings can be met with the 

utilization o f properly set technologies and by the way, the environment will also be 

protected.

There are various examples for the environmental protection provided by the 

new technologies. The prefabricated facet elements constitute one o f these examples. 

With the insulation provided by facet elements, savings in heat and sound are realized 

which are beneficiary to the environment. (DPT, 1993)

5.2.4 Other Benefits

The advanced construction technologies have to be in conformity with the local 

and international standards beginning from the design until the completion phase. 

Regarding this fact, high quality materials, equipment and workforce are used.
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Therefore, relevant improvements have to be realized in the sub-sectors so that high 

quality in materials and service will be achieved. (DPT, 1993)

S.3 Turkey’s Position in Technology

Technology and the use o f materials are changing rapidly. Turkey is closely 

following the recent developments in the construction sector. Indeed, Turkish 

construction sector is the one where advanced technologies are most commonly 

implemented similar to the developed countries. Therefore, construction sector 

positively affects the Turkish economy and the relations with the other nations.

New construction technologies apphed in the world are successfully employed 

by the Turkish contractors both locally and internationally; hence, Turkey is a good 

follower on the technology side. The contractors watch up the recent developments 

and they successfiilly import technologies to Turkey.

MESA Construction Company is a good example for the above discussion. The 

company applied the tunnel formwork technologies in the 1970s when they were newly 

applied in France. (MESA, 1992) The other firms have started to use the same system 

for the construction o f mass housing projects. Within this context, it must be recalled 

that large projects -like mass housing, tend to embody more sophisticated technologies 

than the smaller ones.

In the face of prevailing price competition, contractors all wish to use superior 

technologies to beat their rivals. Even if one contractor takes an initial lead in a
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specific technology, others are quick to catch up so that all the major contractors are 

eventually on more or less the same level o f technology.

The situation is quiet different for the case o f small contracting firms in a sense 

that small contractors are not capable o f using the recent technologies. Therefore, they 

are considerably behind the international small scale contracting firms.

Within the context o f the technological developments, another important 

activity of the Turkish contractors is the highway construction which is subject to the 

international competition. Either with or without a foreign joint-venture, the activities 

in this field are successfully completed with the use o f the recent technologies. As a 

result, Turkish companies have gained extensive knowledge and experience which is 

beneficiary to their international reputation.

Apart from the highway construction, the South East Anatohan Project is 

another accomphshment for the Turkish construction industry. The investments in that 

region have been successfully managed with the broad activities of the Turkish 

companies. Primarily the Atatürk Dam, followed by the other huge construction 

activities have all improved the current position in the industry. In other words, 

Turkey has achieved additional reference for the international arena.

As a final remark, it is good to see that Turkish contractors utihze the new 

technologies. Turkish engineers and technical experts easily adapt to the newly used 

techniques and equipments and use them in their projects. Besides, Turkish contractor 

can compete internationally on the basis o f technology application. Therefore, upon the 

realization of the customs union major contracting firms will keep their competitive 

advantage whereas small contractors may be adversely affected.
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5.3.1 Problems Faced with the Advanced Construction

Technologies

The prevailing economic conditions are not suitable to increase the usage of the 

advanced construction technologies because the utilization o f these systems at the site 

requires preliminary investment. But unfortunately, long term financing is very difficult 

to find in Turkey. Therefore, the firms prefer to make their investments in the short 

term. Besides, it becomes more difficult for them to design their own technology due 

to the financial problems.

Apart from these, the contracting firms are not that stable due to the current 

economic conditions. They can stand on their feet and make profit as long as they 

continuously involve in the projects either in Turkey or abroad.

The industrialized construction systems and the technological formwork systems 

are utihzed by various firms that have reached a certain level. Those firms generally 

work with the workers belonging to a labor union and they give importance to the 

quality control. Hence, there arises unfair competition in the industry due to the 

cheapness in conventional construction applications(resulting from low workmanship 

and no quality control) as opposed to the high quality and high worker expenses.

Even though a large amount o f machines are imported, the construction 

equipment available is not sufficient. There is excess amount of either used or 

damaged excavator and loaders but less amount of crane and concrete pump. This is
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due to the fact that profits gained from the operation of concrete pumps are less than 

those o f excavator and loaders.

Transportation o f préfabrication and other similar technologies is an important 

factor which increases the cost o f production. About 15% o f the transportation cost 

appears in the total cost of production and this makes the system more expensive when 

compared to the conventional methods. (DPT, 1993)

The advanced construction technologies exist neither in the state bidding law nor 

in the related regulations. Hence, there may arise certain Umitations in the usage o f 

such technologies.

Another problem in the pubhc investments is that the subsidies are scattered to the 

years in small amounts. Since the speed of construction arises with the apphcation o f 

such technologies, when the subsidies are not received in the same speed this brings a 

financial burden on the contracting firms.

The results o f the small-scale projects are not desirable. This is due to the 

incapabüity of the small contracting firms.

The workers do not have vocational education before they start working at the 

site. Hence, problems arise as a result o f the unqualified workforce employed.
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VI. STRATEGIES FOR THE TURKISH CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

6.1 Importance of Strategy Development

Due to the high inflation rate, new technologies, government regulations, high 

interest costs and more aggressive competition, it is believed that only certainty is 

surprise followed by more surprises. So, considering all these recent developments, 

how a construction company can plan for a possible shock becomes very important.

This concept may be achieved by strategic planning which is based on the fact that 

all markets go evolutionary changes including client needs, technologies, competitors 

and laws. Therefore, the company should be looking out a “strategic window” while 

watching these changes. (Friedman, 1984) Consequently, certain precautions should be 

taken so as not to encounter undesirable results. Additionally, so as to deal with the 

severe competition, companies have to develop plans and strategies even for the 

markets they served in the past.

In order to prepare the Turkish contracting firms to future challenges, certain 

steps must be taken in the Turkish construction industry. Upon the solution o f the 

major problems in the construction industry, the contracting firms can continue their 

healthy strategic planning process.
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6.2 Concluding Remarks

Considering the importance o f construction industry, there are certain steps that 

Turkey has to take in the short term. In other words, Turkey has to solve the problems 

which were mentioned within the trends in the Turkish construction industry.

Certain recommendations are proposed for the solution o f these problems:

- Due to rapid increase in population, the present infrastructure will not be 

sufficient for the future. So, infrastructure works should given priority.

- The contractors are facing problems due to late payments o f their earnings by 

the government. The government should make necessary legal arrangements to solve 

this short coming.

- All private and state owned constructions should be technically audited through 

an authorized expert organization starting from the project phase until the temporary 

acceptance. Since quality control in construction is very poor, it should be enforced by 

the bidding law. This calls for changes and arrangements in the state bidding law.

- UnquaUfied workforce causes several problems; therefore, renewal o f the 

educational pohcy is very important for the Turkish construction sector.
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- There is an excessive demand for housing in Turkey; therefore, the sub

sectors should increase their production capacities to meet this demand. Otherwise, 

shortage in construction materials will occur and, consequently, projects will be 

delayed.

As mentioned in the previous chapters, Turkish contractors are largely operating 

abroad. It is important to note that international construction market is highly 

competitive. In this arena, Turkey has the advantage o f low cost workmanship which 

decreases the cost of production. But, this advantage is being lost as a result o f an 

increase in the unemployment level in the foreign countries. Therefore, Turkish 

contractors are utilizing advanced construction technologies so as not to lose their 

competitiveness.

For the case o f Turkish construction industry, competition has become more 

severe. Technology is one o f the most important critical factors for the future growth 

o f the construction industry. When the probability o f the natural disasters ,such as 

earthquake and fire, in Turkey are considered, the importance o f advanced 

construction technology usage becomes more apparent.
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In this context, there are certain issues which Turkey needs to tackle in order to 

prepare itself for the challenges o f tomorrow. These issues are being mentioned as 

below;

- The government should support the contracting firms which are utilizing 

advanced construction technology. Additionally, government should promote 

investments for research and development.

- Unit price application has to be changed because it limits the usage of 

advanced construction technologies.

- The requirement o f advanced technology application has to be introduced in 

the mass housing biddings.

- The advanced construction systems should be included in the bidding o f the 

industrial sites.

- The sub-sectors should use advanced technologies for production. In addition, 

there should be a standardization o f construction materials which will decrease the cost 

o f production.

- The planning of the machinery - equipment pool should be completed in the 

following years and leasing system should be appUed instead o f the purchasing o f the 

construction equipment.
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- The advanced technologies o f the constmction sector will benefit from 

the integration with the European Union and from the Customs Union. But the 

construction insurance system should be achieved within this period.

- There should be lectures about the advanced construction techniques in the 

engineering faculties. The engineers of tomorrow should have an extensive knowledge 

on the construction technologies.

6.3 Technology DevelODment Strategy

“They who control technologies control the market". Accordingly, construction 

industry places top priority on the development o f new products. Hence, to meet the 

clients’ requirements in a specified time, construction companies that are capable o f 

offering new technologies and services, through research and development, will 

continue to exist.

Technological development strategies determine the allocation o f research and 

development. Those strategies are a key contributing factor for corporate growth, and 

are closely hnked with engineering constructor, new business, and marketing strategies.

Considering all these facts, investment in technology becomes very important. 

Some of the reasons for technological investments are listed as follows: (Friedman, 

1984)
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- competition in the market

- rise of electronics, precision machinery and other high-tech industries

- demand for high-tech features in construction like intelligent buildings.

As a final remark, it is important to note that, the Turkish contracting firms can 

form their technology development strategies upon the solution of the problems faced 

in the Turkish construction industry.

6.4 Strategic Planning for Technology Development in the Turkish

Construction Sector

Proper planning begins with a long range view o f entire business. Upon 

analyzing the current situation of Turkish construction industry in technology, several 

success factors in construction industry may be realized.

Firstly, new marketing strategies for Turkish construction sector is crucial. Even 

though construction sector is not an high growth industry in developed countries, there 

is a huge growth potential in Turkey. Reputation among the firms is very important in 

the Turkish construction industry and all the contracting firms are not invited to the 

biddings. As a result, Turkish contracting firms should follow the developments in the 

market and they should present themselves effectively.
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Low cost seems to be the second important success factor in the industry. 

Considering the prevailing economic conditions, low cost advantage keeps its 

importance. At that point, technology comes to the scene immediately since advanced 

construction technology usage will lead to a decrease in the total cost o f production 

and construction.

For the strategic planning, it can be said that Turkish contractors should 

continue with the use of construction technologies as a means to differentiate 

themselves from their competitors. But the problems in the industry have to be solved 

in the near future. Otherwise, the contracting companies will not gain füll benefit from 

the successfiil implementation o f technology.

The innovation in construction has been slow relative to most manufacturing 

industries. This is due to the fact that, construction technologies depend on the 

technological advancements in other industries such as mechanical, high-tech, and etc. 

For example. Computer Aided Design and other construction based computer 

programs depend on the advancements in the high-tech industry. Therefore, the new 

construction technologies and materials will be adopted or adapted from other 

industries. The major contractors and materials producers should be forging links with 

those industries.

Turkey is not successful in designing technology of various industries; hence, it 

is also not capable o f designing new construction technologies. But on the application 

site, Turkish companies are quite successful as mentioned before.

To sum up all these, it can be said that, Turkey is not able to have a competitive 

advantage as a result o f technology development. Hence, the construction companies
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should follow the recent developments in the world and they should continue to 

transfer construction technologies.

For the case o f Turkey, the strategic decisions on technology are based on the 

present potential clients and markets and external environment and competition.

Program for action will be built on the strengths that Turkey possess on 

technology and the solutions recommended for the problematic areas have to be 

applied as soon as possible. Those recommendations do not only aim to strengthen the 

current position o f Turkish construction industry, but also to prepare Turkey for the 

challenges o f tomorrow.

6.5 Strategies for Tomorrow

Contractor can develop strategies for tomorrow that anticipate the likeliest areas 

o f change and have a process for taking advantage o f them. No contractor can totally 

eliminate risks and uncertainty but good management can make the future less risky.

Major forces continue to act on the industry, causing the change to accelerate. 

(Friedman, 1984)

Some of these forces are,

♦ inflation and high interest rates

♦ shorter business cycles

♦ rapid shift in the markets

♦ continuous advancements in ofl&ce technology and field operations.
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Taking into account the above discussion, certain strategies for Turkish construction 

industry have to be specified to cope with tomorrow’s challenges. Within those 

strategies, certain recommendations are proposed to tackle with the current problems 

in Turkey. Solving those problems is the comer stone for an healthy development o f 

the Turkish construction industry. As a result o f the developments in the construction 

industry, the Turkish contracting firms can prepare their fiiture strategic plans.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this MBA thesis, the main emphasis has been on the current situation o f 

Turkish construction industry considering the latest technological developments. In this 

context, the developments in the construction sector are analyzed both locally and 

internationally. Additionally, some basic problems faced in the Turkish construction 

industry are revealed and related suggestions for solving those problems are proposed.

Technology is one of the critical factors for the future growth of the 

construction industry and various construction technologies are used in Turkey. Even 

though Turkish construction industry is capable o f using construction technologies, 

new technologies are not developed. So, Turkey should closely follow the recent 

technological developments in the world and should continue adopting the 

construction technologies.

Upon tackling with the problems, it is mainly stated that; Turkish construction 

industry should increase the quality o f its workmanship-by skill improvement through 

training, and promote the development and adoption of new construction technologies 

at the first hand. All the proposed suggestions are crucial to achieve fmitful results and 

prepare Turkey for the fixture.
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SUB-SECTORS OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Sub-sector Input (%)

Iron & Steel 18,13
Cement 13,5
Wood 11,2
Construction retail 
& wholesale 10,84
Ceremic 10,22
Highway transportation 9,75
Quarries 3,77
Bank, insurance & 
coperatives 2,95
Furniture 2,93
Electrical equipment 2,92
Glass 2,5
Metal 1,86
Other chemicals 1,68
Marine transport 1,43
Other 6,32
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Table -1

RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

1991 1992 1993 1994

Unit 108.740 127.176 130.890 123.675

Percentage 
Change (%)

17.0 2.9 (5.5)

Table-2

SECTORIAL SHARES IN GNP

1992 1993 1994
Kind of Activity Sectoral Growth Sectoral Growth Sectoral Growth

Share(%) Rate (%) Share(%) Rate (%) Share(%) Rate (%)

AGRICULTURE 16.2 4.3 14.8 (1.3) 15.7 (0.3)
INDUSTRY 29.9 5.9 29.6 8.2 27.0 (5.7)

Î İ İ İ l İ İ İ s İ i l i î i E . EİİİİİİİİSa;»- e: « J I İ î İ î î e e :e s (2.0)
TRADE 19.8 6.9 20.4 11.6 20.1 (7.5)
TRANSPORTATION ¿12.1 8.1 12.4 10.8 12.9 (2.0)

COMMUNICATION
OTHER 18.6 19.1 17.6
(Mostly Service Sectors)
TOTAL 100.0 6.4 100.0 8.1 100.0 (6.0)

Source; DPT Main Economic Indicators, March 1995
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Table - 3

CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR {*)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

AGRICULTURE 49.0 48.0 43.7 47.0 46.0
INDUSTRY 14.6 15.9 15.4 14.8 17.0
SERVICES 36.4 36.1 40.9 38.2 37.0

Transportation 4.2 4.2 4.8 4.6 4.1
Commerce 11.2 11.4 12.2 11.9 11.8
Financial Institutions 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.0 2.4
Other Services 13.6 13.2 15.7 13.4 13.2
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(*) The figures are all based on April.

Source: DPT-Main Economic Indicators, March 1995.
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Table - 4

PERCENTAGES OF DIFFERENT CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES ABROAD

A C TIV ITY 1970-1989 1990-1994

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 43.74 28.60
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 1.60 7.08
HOTELS & HOSPITALS 4.08 13.89
OTHER BUILDINGS 9.15 15.98
INFRASTRUCTURE 14.65 6.26
IRRIGATION 3.17 16.14
DAMS 6.35 4.37
HIGHWAYS-BRIDGES-TUNNELS 8.45 2.27
AIRPORT-HARBOR 1.38 2.24
OTHER 7.43 3.17

SOURCE : Yeni Yüzyıl newspaper, July 30,1995.
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Table-5

GROSS FIXED INVESTMENTS BY SECTORS

Percentage Share in Total(*) Pfcent. Change (**)

,' ' ■:- ;;;:,v,i'v ‘ ■ ''j -"t ■ ..■ V. ,
i<'-' ' ' -' '-*_ -

Source: OPT Main Economic indicators, March 1995 
(1) Provisional 
n  At Current Prices 
O  At 1993 Prices
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